
Abrasives for Sanding Wood

About abrasives – Know your sanding products

An abrasive is a material, often a mineral, that’s used to shape or finish a piece of wood 
through rubbing part of the surface away. It’s what you do before the finishing process, 
which usually involves polishing it to achieve a smooth, reflective surface or 
even roughening it to get a satin, matt or beaded finish.

Abrasives are extremely commonplace and are used in a wide variety of industrial, domestic
and technological applications. This means there’s a wide variety of physical and chemical 
abrasives available, in all manner of compositions, shapes and sizes. They can be used for:

• Grinding 
• Polishing 
• Buffing 
• Honing 
• Cutting 

• Drilling 
• Sharpening 
• Lapping 
• Sanding 

For simplicity’s sake, we use the word ‘mineral’ to cover both actual minerals and mineral-
like substances, man-made and natural.

What is a coated abrasive?

A coated abrasive is an abrasive grain bonded to a flexible base like paper, cloth, vulcanised 
fibre or plastic film. Sand paper is an excellent example. Such abrasives come in various grit
sizes, ranging from a very coarse 2mm grain to ultra fine grains of less than a millimetre in 
diameter. As you can imagine some abrasives are better for certain jobs than others, some 
are designed for working by hand and others specifically for use with machines like an 
orbital sander, belt sander or drum sander.

Which abrasive to choose?

Obviously it’s important to choose the right abrasive for the job in hand, which means 
picking the right type of abrasive grain and the correct grit size. It helps enormously to 
know what’s in abrasives, because they’re all made differently.

There are four types of abrasive grains commonly used in the wood flooring industry:

1. Aluminium Oxide or Ali oxide (alox) 
2. Silicon Carbide (Sic) 
3. Zircronium Dioxide or Zirconia (Zirc) 
4. Ceramic grain 

About aluminium oxide sandpaper – This is a sharp, blocky mineral, the most 
common all-purpose woodworking abrasive for a very good reason. It is the only abrasive 
mineral that fragments under the heat and pressure generated by sanding wood. This 
characteristic is called friability and it’s highly desirable. As you sand, aluminum oxide 
renews its cutting edges constantly, staying sharp and cutting much longer than other 
minerals.

Aluminium oxide is also a relatively tough abrasive, which means its edges don’t dull much 
before they fragment. Its excellent friability and toughness make it the longest lasting and 
the most economical abrasive mineral.



Silicon Carbide sanding – With silicon carbide abrasives, the grain macro-fractures. This 
means it breaks into smaller pieces which act to re-sharpen it before it goes dull. Silicon 
carbide abrasives stay sharp until they die, but they die relatively quickly. This makes it the 
least expensive option for belt sanders.

There is only one kind of silicon carbide and it’s harder and sharper than most aluminium 
oxides, making it the best choice for cutting hard materials like wood finishes, paint, plastic 
and metal. It’s also a friable mineral, so hard that sanding soft wood won’t make it fragment
and renew its cutting edges. Though it will sand faster at first, it will dull more quickly than 
aluminium oxide. It is also generally more expensive than aluminium oxide and is perfect 
for sanding ceramic finishes off wood floors.

Zircronium Dioxide sand paper products – Zirconia alumina is an alloy – a mixture – of 
zircon and aluminum oxide. Grey in colour, it has a very long life and a fast cut rate even 
under heavy grinding stress. As the grain breaks down under heat and pressure, it fractures
into smaller jagged pieces. Zirc, as the experts call it, is good at dissipating heat, letting the
grain stay sharp for longer than most other man made and naturally mined grains.

Its impressive durability makes it particularly effective on difficult to grind and exotic metals
and it doesn’t fragment as much on wood as it does on metals, making it a fast solution 
with a long life, great for sanding wood, particularly the coarser grits.

Sanding with ceramic grain – With ceramic grain abrasives, the grain micro-fractures and
breaks down into smaller razor-like pieces many more times before it dulls. Ceramics come 
in a wide variety of shapes, from blocks and heavy wedges to flake-like shards. They 
are invariably more costly and less common than other abrasive minerals as well as very 
tough and highly aggressive.

The cost of ceramic sanding belts is usually around 50% higher than most silicon carbide 
belts, it delivers two to four times the performance. The performance depends on the ratio 
of ceramic grain used, so be sure to ask your distributor or manufacturer to confirm exactly 
what each product contains. 100% and 15% ceramic grain abrasives are very different.

Which is the most cost-effective abrasive for the job?

When choosing the perfect abrasive, it’s important to separate the price and the cost. The 
price per belt will be higher for ceramic abrasives but the total cost of the job – the product 
plus the time/labour – will be significantly lower.

Choosing the right sandpaper grades

The final piece of the puzzle is grit selection. There’s a very common misconception to avoid
when dealing with aluminium oxide sandpaper: you don’t need to start with the roughest 
grit you can find. Believe it or not, just because an abrasive feels more aggressive it doesn’t
mean it really is.

When you’re trying to abrade very hard materials, it’s best to take the opposite approach. 
Think of it like a block of ice. Can you smash it with a mallet? More often than not, all you 
do is bounce the mallet off the ice, which remains undamaged. But if you chisel away at the 
ice with an ice pick, you penetrate it with ease.

When sanding with aluminium oxide, the same principle applies. Rather than start with the 
most aggressive grit, start with something less brutal and more fine, for example an 80 grit.
You’ll find that the finer sanding belt will break up the finish much more effectively, after 
which you’ll be able to move on to a rougher grit to get the finish nice and flat.
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